USE OF MISH NAM: [ARE YOU; CAN YOU; DO YOU; HOW ARE]

[WHAT ARE;

1. Mish Nam Wa
   How are you
2. Mish Nam Anawi-sha
   Are you hungry
3. Mish Nam K'inu-sha
   Can you see
4. Mish Nam Atk'ix-sha?
   Do you want it
5. Mish Nam Mi-sha?
   What are you doing
6. Mish Nam A-k'inu-sha
   Do you see it

7. Mish Nam Nu?
   What are you saying
8. Mish Nam Tima-sha?
   Are you writing
9. Mish Nam Tima-xa?
   Can you write
   Do you write
10. Mish Nam Tima-ta?
    Will you write
11. Mish Nam Tkwata-sha?
Are you eating
12. Mish Nam Pxwi-sha?

Are you thinking
13. Mish Nam Pxwi Pxwi-sha?

Are you worried
14. Mish Nam Sinwi-sha?

Are you speaking
Are you talking
15. Mish Nam Wiyaalakw-sha?

Are you leaving
16. Mish Nam Kut Kut-sha?

Are you working
17. Mish Nam Wina-sha?

Are you going?
18. Mish Nam Payuuwi-sha?

Are you sick?
19. Mish Nam Wapiita-ta?

Can you help me?
20. Mish Aw Nam Wina-sha?

Are you ready to go?
21. Mish Aw Nam?

Are you ready?
USAGE OF MISH MASH: [CAN I]

1. Mish Mash Wapiita-ta?
   Can I help you?

2. Mish Nash Ichi Winpta?
   Can I take this one?

3. Mish Nash Ichi Sap’awita?
   Can I select this one?

4. Mish Iwata Nch’i Pak’u?
   Is General Council meeting?

5. Mish Iwata Nch’i Pak’u Ikuuk?
   Is the General Council meeting today?

6. Mish Nam Pawiyatwiitaxnay?
   Can you come with me?

7. Mish Nam Patwanataxnay?
   Can you follow me?

8. Mish Nam Ashimtaxnay?
   Can you come in?

9. Mish Nam Ak’inusha Ichinak?
   Can you see me?

10. Mish Nam Ak’inusha Aan?
    Can you see the sun?

10a. Mish Nam Ak’inushana?
     Have you seen them?

11. Mish Na Ikushxi Kutaxnay?
    Can we do that?
12. Mish Natash Natxanata Ichi Ikush?
   Can we say it this way?
13. Mish Nash Natxanata Ikush?
   Can I say it that way?
14. Mish Pam Wa?
   How are you folks?
15. Mish Ichi Wa Shix Lkw'i Sinwita?
   Is this good time to talk?

UASAGE OF MISH KIN: [HOW CAN; HOW COULD; HOW WOULD]

1. Mish Kin Wina-sha Nash?
   How can I go?
2. Mish Kin Imk Mi-sha Ikw'ak?
   How could you do that?
3. Mish Kin Imk Nu-sha Ikw'ak?
   How would you say ikw'ak?
4. Mish Kin Pam Wataxnyay Timnayi
   I wish you would grow up
   How can you folks become mature people
5. Mish Kin Pam Wataxnyay Timnayi
   I wish you would grow up.
ICHI-SENTENCES:
1. Ichi Iwa Ishaxi Sinwit, Timatay Its’wayki.
   This is a list of words to be added, written in alphabetic order.
2. Ichi Iwa Inmi Timash
   This is my book.
3. Ichi Iwa Shix Lkw’i
   This is a nice day.
4. Ichi Iwa Inmi Iniit-nan
   This is my home.
5. Ichi Iwa Shix Kut Kut-nan
   This is good work.
6. Ichi Iwa Inmi Miyanash-nan.
   This is my child.
7. Ichi Iwa Inmi Taatpaas-nan.
   This is my shirt.
USAGE OF WASH:

1. Wash Nam Chaw Timna-nut
   You have no heart
2. Wash Nash Kut kut-shana Liikw'i
   I have worked all day.
3. Wash Nash Tl'ikni Ipap.
   I have a broken arm.
4. Wash Nash Chaw Lp'ut lp'ut-man
   I have no tears.
5. Wash Mash Mishuy-nut ?
   Have you no ears ?
10. Wash Mash Mishuy-nut ?
    Have you no ears ?
11. Wash Miyanash-ma Kaatnam Tutanik-nan.
    The children have long hair.
12. Wash Nash Chaw Miyshu-nut-ma.
    I have no ears.
USING THE VERB TO DO:

A. MI-______ To Do

1. Mish Nam Mi-sha? _____What are you doing?
2. Mish Pam Pa-Mi-sha?_____What are you folks doing?
3. Mish Nam I-Mi-sha?_____What is he/she doing to you?
4. Mish Pam I-Mi-sha?
   a. What is he/she doing to you folks?
5. Mish Pa-Mi-sha?_______What are they doing?
6. Mish Nam Mitat’a-sha?__What do you want to do?
7. Mish Pam Mitat’a-sha?
   a. What do all you folks want to do?
8. Mish Pam Mitat’a-sha?__What do you folks want?
9. Mish I-Mitat’a-sha?_____What does he/she want to do?
10. Mish I-Mitat’a-sha?_____What does he/she want?
11. Mish Xash I-Mitat’a-sha?
   a. I wonder what he wants to do?
12. Mish (Pam) Xash Pa-Mitat’a-sha Naplkw’i-pa?
    a. I wonder what you folks want to do tuesday?
13. Mish (Nam) Xash Mitat’a-sha Naplkw’i-pa?
    a. I wonder what you are doing on tuesday?
14. Mish Xash Pa-Mitat’a-sha Naplkw’i-pa?
a. I wonder what they are doing on tuesday?

1. Tun Iwa?
   What is it

2. Tun Nam Tkwata-sha?
   What are you eating

3. Tun Nam tima-sha?
   What are you writing

6. Tun Nam Pxwi Pxwi-sha?
   What are you thinking

7. Tun Iwa Anatt?
   What time is sunrise?

8. Tun I-wata Anatt?
   What time will be sunrise?

4. Tuun Nam Ak’inu-sha?
   What are you looking at
   What are you seeing

5. Tu Kin Nam Pxwi Pxwi-sha?
   What are you thinking

9. Tu Kin Mash Wapiita-ta?
   With what can i help you?
MINAN NAM: WHERE ARE YOU; (SPECIFIC USE OF "WHERE")

1. Minan Wina-sha ? (Specific "Where")
   Where are you going ?

2. Minan Nam Wacha?
   Where were you?

3. Where did you put the book ?

4. Minan Pawa Skuuli-la-ma ?
   Where are the students

5. Minan Nam Wa ?
   Where are you

6. Minan Nam Wacha ?
   Where were you

7. Minan Iwa Tikay ?
   Where is the dish

8. Minan Nam Wiyananwi-sha ?
   Where are you from
   Where are you coming from

8a. Minik Nam Wiyananwi ?
   Where are you from ?

9. Minan Nam Kut Kut-sha ?
Where are you working

MIIN: WHERE; (General Term)
1. Miin Nam Wina-sha ? (General "Where")
   Where are you going ?

USAGE OF MUN: [WHEN]
1. Mun I-wata Anatt ?
   When will the sun rise ?
   When will be sunrise ?
2. Mun Mash Wa Winam-sha ?
   When are you coming ?
3. Mun Mash Wata Winam-ta ?
   When will you be comming ?
4. Mun Iwa Anatt ?
   When is sunrise
5. Mun I-wata Anatt ?
   When will be sunrise ?
   When will the sun rise ?
6.
   When can i come ?
7.
   When will you come ?
1. Kitu I-wayxti-shana Automobile
   The automobile is running fast.

2. Iwinsh I-wayxti-sha Kitu
   The man is running fast.

3. Ka’aw Iwa Iwinsh
   The man is running fast.

4. Kut kut-shana Nash Liikw’i Tawn-pa
   I worked in town all day.

5. Wayxti-taxnay Nash
   I would have ran.
   I should have ran.
   I could have ran.

6. Ink Nash Wina-sha Wana-kan
   I am going to the river.
   I go to the river.
   I am going toward the river

7. Ink Wina-xana Winanii-sha
   I used to go swimming.

8. Pa-wapiita-m!
   Can you help me right now?

9. Chmaakli-ma Pa-wayxti-xana Pawilawiixt-pa
   Black people used to run in the race.

10. Can i get it for you.
11. Miyanash-ma Pa-latk’i-sha Shapatk’i-nan
   a. The children are watching TV
12. Payuuwi-yi-ma Miyanash-ma Pa-latk’i-sha-na Shapatk’i-nan
   a. Shapatk’i-nan.
13. Payu-yi-ma Miyanash-ma Pa-latk’i-sha-na Shapatk’i-nan
   a. The sick children were watching TV
14. Skuulila Wayxti-xa Pawilawiixt-pa
   a. The student is running in the race.
   b. The student runs in the race.
15. Skuulila-ma Pa-wayxti-sha Pawilawiixt-pa
    The students are running in the race.
16. Skuulila-in Pa-wayxti-sha Pawilawiixt-pa
    The two students are running in the race.
17. Skuulila-in Pa-wayxti-ya Pawilawiixt-pa
    The two students ran in the race.
18. Skuulila-ma Kitu Pa-wayxti-xana Pawilawiixt-pa
    The students used to run fast in the race
19. Shin Nam Wanik-sha ?
   a. What is your name ?
20. Shin Nam Wa ?
   a. Who are you ?
   a. They will be coming at sunset.
Pa-Wina-Ta Anasht (Tipa).

*What is (TIPA) ??

22. A-tk’ix-sha-am Aykaw ?
   a. Do you want a chair ?
   b. Do you wish a chair ?
   c. Do you desire a chair ?

23. Ayik-atak!
   a. Go sit down !
   b. Go find a place and sit down ?

24. Ayik-atak Mash !
   a. You go and sit down !
   b. You go sit down !

   He is divorcing his wife.
   a. He is throwing away his wife.
   * Why not (Pa’anakw A-winsh Ayat-nan)

   a. It snows in the wintertime.
   * Why not (I-puuy-xa Anmiki)

27. Shix Akut.
   a. To do something well.

28. Inawnak’i Kutkut.
   a. He/She did it well.

29. Maal Nam Imk Winama.
   a. How far did you come.
b. How long did it take to come here.

30. Wiyat Nash Winama Ichin.
   a. I have come a long way to be here.
   b. I have come a long way to get here.
   c. I have long waited for this moment.

31. Tuyay Nash Ikush Kutak?

32. Anaku Nash At.
   a. Because I want to do it.